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the operational performance of our portfolio companies, to deliver enhanced financial returns with measured developmental impact.
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Disclaimer:
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Trinitas has made every effort to validate all information contained in this report, but cannot guarantee the ultimate accuracy or
completeness of the data provided. The Fund is not responsible for any decision made or action taken based on information drawn from
this report.
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Glossary and abbreviations

AIG

Auto Industrial Group (Pty) Ltd

LSM

Alt-X

Alternative Exchange on the JSE (Johannesburg
Stock Exchange)

Living Standards Measure by the South African
Audience Research Foundation

m

Metres

APDP

Automotive Production and Development Programme

m2

Square metre

BBBEE

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment

MBI

Management Buy-In

CA (SA)

Chartered Accountant

MBO

Management Buyout

CPA

Certified Public Accountant

MIDP

Motor Industry Development Programme

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

NUMSA

National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa

CFA

Chartered Financial Analyst

OEH

One Eighty Holdings

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

EHS

Environmental Health & Safety

OHSAS

E-Mark

Food packaging label that acts as a metrological
passport throughout the European Economic Area

Occupational Health and Safety Management System
/ Standard

OPH

One Property Holdings

ESG

Environmental, Social & Governance

PE

Private Equity

ESGMS

Environmental, Social and Governance Management
System

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

ESMS

Environmental & Social Management System

RMB

Rand Merchant Bank

FCS

Forestry Stewardship Council

SABS Mark

South African Bureau of Standards product
standards certification

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

SHEQ

Safety, Health, Environmental & Quality

IDC

Industrial Development Corporation

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprise

IRR

Internal Rate of Return

TTYP

The Talking Yellow Pages

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

USA

United States of America

JV

Joint Venture

KM

Kilometre
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Letter from Trinitas Fund Principal

At Trinitas we believe we are skilled at influencing the tangible commercial returns on our investments, and have also intuitively gone about
our investing as responsible citizens. More recently, however, it has become evident that in our world there is the need to adopt tools to
accurately measure, and ultimately influence, the sustainability and ethical impacts of our investments in particular companies and the
broader environment. As responsible corporate citizens, and as custodians of third party capital, we feel it is our responsibility to make
informed decisions around these factors, broadly encompassing environmental, social, governance and transformation, throughout the
lifecycle of our investments, essentially from ‘cradle to grave’, with the intention of not only delivering superior financial returns, but also
delivering better companies, with improved ESG impacts in their broader communities.
Armed with the correct information and metrics to actually measure the quantitative, and consider the qualitative factors, we believe we
can make a material difference to these companies and the environments in which they operate. For this reason, we chose to partner with
EBS Advisory, whose skill set and ethos of not only paying lip service to these issues, resonated with Trinitas and what we are attempting to
achieve and convey through this process, and ultimately this report. Without giving this focused attention to the environment within which
we collectively operate, we are taking a very short-term outlook, which is contrary to our role as long-term investors.

Executive Team

We trust that you as a stakeholder, or potential stakeholder, in Trinitas, will gain a greater insight into our appreciation of and contribution to
this necessary facet of responsible investing, as we foster better companies today, to ensure their own sustainability for future generations.
We have certainly been enlightened by the introspection of our own investment process required by this exercise, and believe Trinitas is a
better custodian of capital for it. We hope your experience will be similar to ours.
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Andrew Hall,
CA (SA), CFA:

John Stipinovich,
CA (SA):

Andrew is one of the founders of
Trinitas. He has worked in the local
private equity industry since 2001,
after qualifying at KPMG and then
working in investment banking
in London with UBS and Credit
Suisse, for 3 years. On his return
to South Africa in 2001, Andrew
began his private equity career with
a niche South African merchant
bank, where he was senior portfolio
manager responsible for all aspects
of the private equity lifecycle. His
experience spans a diverse range
of industries, where he has served
on a number of company boards,
and has been responsible for
the deployment and successful
realisation of a number of portfolio
assets.

John is a founding executive of
Trinitas, and has close to 20 years
of private equity and investment
banking experience. After qualifying
at Deloitte, John spent three years
with a large South African bank
where he specialised in project
finance advisory for the African
market. He then joined a niche
South African merchant bank
where he was appointed joint head
of private equity, with responsibility
for strategic and operational
management of two generalist
private equity funds totalling
R800m. John serves on the Trinitas
Investment Committee and sits
on numerous portfolio company
boards as a non-executive director.
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What we do

Fund size and focus



Trinitas Private Equity (‘Trinitas’), a black-empowered private equity
fund advisor established in 2008, manages a R670 million private
equity fund – Trinitas Private Equity en Commandite Partnership
(‘the Fund’). The capital was raised from eight institutional investors,
predominantly South African public and private pension and
retirement funds.
Trinitas invests in a diverse range of established middle-market
businesses, with a long-term view to creating shareholder value.
The Fund invests across industry sectors (except direct resources)
and at all stages (except seed, early stage and venture capital).
The Fund’s investment range varies between R40 million and R150
million for holding periods of between three to seven years.

Investment rationale




A cycle of Alt-X de-listings since the correction of unsustainable
valuations post the mid-2000s boom
Multinational divestment of non-core local assets
Cessation of mega-deals predicated on cheap offshore credit

By forming strategic partnerships with mid-caps looking to raise
growth capital, the Fund enjoys the gains of non-speculative deal
flow and tempered valuation expectations. In turn, Trinitas offers
investors a proud track record of sustainable investment at a time
when turbulence among mid-cap-focused General Partners has
left few credible players in the market.

Our investment team
Our team has successfully managed two previous mid-cap funds,
consistently achieving targeted returns. Our principals have
successfully navigated the industry for over 17 years through
fluctuating macro-economic cycles.

As a value-based investor, Trinitas sees significant untapped value
in today’s mid-cap markets, driven by, amongst others, three major
factors:

Madichaba
Nhlumayo, CA (SA):

Yousuf Sujee,
CA (SA):

Soteris is a founding executive of
Trinitas, and has close to 20 years
of private equity and investment
banking experience. After qualifying
at Deloitte, Soteris spent two years
with the firm in Boston, USA, in the
Financial Services division. On his
return to South Africa, he joined
a niche merchant bank where
he was appointed joint head of
private equity and was responsible
for the strategic and operational
management of two private equity
funds. Soteris serves on the Trinitas
Investment Committee and sits
on numerous portfolio company
boards as a non-executive director.

Madichaba has been involved in
private equity since 2007, when
she joined RMB Ventures as an
investment professional. She joined
Trinitas in 2011, as an investment
professional and is involved in deal
evaluation and execution, and
sits on the boards of two portfolio
companies. Madichaba completed
her articles with PwC.

After completing his articles at
Ernst and Young in 2006, Yousuf
joined the Private Equity division of
Standard Bank as an investment
professional. During his tenure
at Standard Bank Private Equity,
Yousuf was involved in various
transactions including fast moving
consumer goods, logistics and
retail companies. Yousuf joined
Trinitas in 2012, as an investment
professional and is responsible
for all aspects of deal evaluation,
company & legal due diligence and
overall investment analysis.

Executive Team

Soteris Theorides,
CA (SA), CPA:
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Why we do it

Our investment targeting method
A partnershipfocused investor,
aligned with
management teams
and offering strategic
expertise

Portfolio
diversification
is critical to
sound risk
management

Four tenet
investment
strategy:

A preference for
majority stakes
with significant
influence on
leading industry
players

Focus on cash flows
and profitability,
avoiding traditionally
cyclical industries such
as mining

Our ideal target portfolio size is 7-10 highly selective investments, with an average deployment of R70m per investment and a minimum
target IRR of 25%. To achieve this goal, we focus on:

Sector and
deal type





Robust, wellrun mid-caps

Competitive
advantage in
BEE
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‘Diversified specialist’ looking at retail, manufacturing and services, and their associated industries
Preference for expansion capital deals, MBOs, MBIs (incorporating leverage) and replacement capital
deals
Targeting market leaders or significant players in their sector – ideally with high barriers to entry





Strong management teams with aligned interests, ‘skin in the game’ and good corporate governance
Historically profitable companies with stable cash flows
Management teams who recognise the importance of partnership and corporatizing the business to
accelerate future growth





Relationship with Peotona facilitates access to proprietary, empowerment-driven deal flow
A value-, rather than compliance, driven approach to BBBEE in the mid-market
Able to assist mid-caps with opportunities to achieve their BBBEE compliance
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Trinitas ownership structure

Why we do it

Trinitas’ shareholding structure brings
together one of South Africa’s leading,
women-owned black empowerment
partners, Peotona, with the country’s preeminent SME-focused financial institution,
Sasfin. The partnership between the
Principals, Peotona and Sasfin represents a
commitment to combine value creation for
Fund investors with a lasting contribution to
South Africa’s economic development.

Sasfin
•
•
•
.

Principals
•
•
•

One of South Africa’s premier private
equity teams that focuses exclusively
on middle market opportunities.
17-year track record, with a long
history as a cohesive team.
Strategic partnerships ensures
access to proprietary deal flow.

Listed financial services player with
solid track record in SME private
equity.
R150m commitment to the Fund
from Sasfin balance sheet.
Highly-regarded financial services
player in South Africa, with
impeccable corporate governance.

Peotona
•

•
•

One of the leading black economic
empowerment partners, founded in
2005 by 4 women, 85%
black-owned.
Exceptional relationships within and
beyond the private sector.
Prominent empowerment partners in
De Beers, LaFarge, Fenner and
Reunert.
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Where we do it

Factory

Gauteng

Warehouse
Head Office
Branch Office
Mall
Trudon (page 14)
Le-Sel (page 10)
Main Street (page 23)
OEH (page 16)
AIG (page 20)

MPUMALANGA
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About our Integrated ESG Management System
(ESGMS)

Our approach to ESG management
Sustainable development is core to delivering on our growth
objectives. Underpinning our corporate philosophy and growth
path, is an appreciation that our growth drivers cannot be achieved
effectively without a committed focus on sustainable development.
As an active investment partner, Trinitas seeks to understand the
ESG performance of our portfolio companies, in order to evaluate
and understand the ESG risks and rewards associated with each
investment.
In line with this philosophy, in 2015 Trinitas took the decision to
develop an Environmental, Social and Governance Management
System (ESGMS), which meets the requirements of international
ESG best practice, including the IFC Performance Standards on
Environmental and Social Sustainability. The ESGMS provides
guidance during the investment decision-making process and for
the on-going management of portfolio companies by integrating
ESG considerations into each stage of our pre- and post-investment
processes. Compliance with the ESGMS is now a condition for all
investments.
Not only does our ESGMS place us in a position to set goals for and
track systemic ESG improvements, but we are also able to enhance
our exit valuations and, ultimately, to establish Trinitas as a leading
ESG private equity player in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Le-Sel Research (Pty) Ltd

Le-Sel is the only personal care
contract manufacturer in South
Africa approved by Procter &
Gamble – the largest personal care
group in the world and industry
standard-setter for quality and
management procedures.

Website:

www.lesel.co.za

Date of investment:

March 2010

Investment partners:

Founding family and management

Industry:

Manufacturing and contract
packaging

Location:

Midrand, Gauteng

Employees:

402

BBBEE:

Level 5

About the company & market
opportunities
Le-Sel is the largest contract manufacturer in the domestic
cosmetic and personal care market. The company operates from
two state of the art manufacturing facilities in Midrand, one housing
the liquids/creams factory, and the other the aerosol factory. LeSel is the only personal care contract manufacturer in South Africa
approved by Procter & Gamble, the largest personal care group
in the world and the standard setter in the industry for quality and
management procedures.
Le-Sel has benefitted from the historic trend of multinational brands
outsourcing manufacturing to local developing market producers,
thereby easing congestion in production lines and mitigating incountry manufacturing and labour risks. As part of the company’s
strategic growth plan, over the past three years Le-Sel developed
and rolled out its own retail beauty offering, branded Beauty Factory,
which is sold at selected Pick ‘n Pay and Edgars stores and, its
own range of branded stores. There are currently nine standalone
Beauty Factory outlets in South Africa. There are a further six
stores within-a-store at Edgars department stores. Beauty Factory
products are also stocked nation-wide across approximately 350
Pick’n Pay stores.

Investment history
The Fund’s initial investment strategy is predicated on value
creation in the medium term, through de-leveraging and organic
growth, utilising Le-Sel’s exceptional facilities, approved processes
and excess capacity to capitalise on the outsourcing trend in the
sector. The investment horizon was estimated to be between five
and seven years, in line with the Fund’s investment philosophy.
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Le-Sel Research (Pty) Ltd

Environmental, Health and Safety
Systems
As a contract manufacturer, Le-Sel is required to meet stringent
safety, health, environmental and quality requirements of
international clients – including ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
certification. To achieve compliance with these standards, Le-Sel
maintains an integrated environmental, health and safety (EHS)
management system. This includes a detailed hazards and aspects
register, which records mitigation measures for all identified EHS
risks facing the operations, as well as applicable environmental and
social legislation. An EHS manager, supported by a team of nine
EHS representatives, works to ensure that risk registers, policies,
and standard operating procedures are adhered to and regularly
updated. Systems are frequently audited both internally and by
external parties, including auditors who represent the clients and
visit the Le-Sel operations.
Le-Sel’s management systems exceed the requirements of
IFC Performance Standard 1: Assessment and Management
of Environmental and Social Risk and Impacts, and as such, an
appropriate level of EHS management is in place.

Investment highlights:








Volumes post-investment were initially materially impacted
by the loss of a large client. This pre-empted a strategy
adjustment by Le-Sel to diversify revenue and earnings.
As such, Le Sel established the Beauty Factory Brand,
which is a proprietary brand and is consequently a higher
margin business. Le-Sel have recently entered into a
partnership with Edgars and Pick n Pay to roll-out Beauty
Factory products in their stores.
The business has experienced reduced volumes over
the past few years, on the back of slow consumer
growth. This, allied with margin squeeze from the major
multinationals and increased production costs, has
resulted in difficult historical trading.
Suitable long-term funding facilities have recently
been secured through the introduction of the Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC) as a provider of debt
and equity. The resultant improvement in funding options
and working capital facilities will continue to increase the
operational efficiencies of the business.
The company is pursuing a number of large multinational
clients, who are strategically seeking to localise production,
which could potentially double the company’s current
production volumes. These multinationals are attracted by
Le- Sel’s production capability and its improved balance
sheet and institutional support.
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Le-Sel Research (Pty) Ltd

Pollution Control

Commitment to Governance

Le-Sel’s main sources of waste are general domestic waste and
used plastic raw material containers. Hazardous waste produced
by Le-Sel is limited to rejected and expired products and laboratory
test chemicals. Standard operating procedures implemented at LeSel for the handling, storage and disposal of waste were observed
to be in accordance with international best practice. Detailed
records of the type and amount of waste and effluent produced
by the operations are recorded by Le-Sel, as per international best
practice.

Trinitas introduced an approvals framework at Le-Sel, which
designates responsibility for key business decisions to the Board
of Directors, shareholders and Executive Management. This has
enhanced the efficiency of the way the business is managed.

Labour Relations
Staff turnover averages below 3% at Le-Sel, and this is relatively
low for the manufacturing sector in South Africa. This is attributed,
in part, to excellent health and safety performance in the workplace.
Further, a worker’s forum is in place whereby an elected employee
representative meets management on a regular basis to bring
workplace grievances to their attention.

Supply Chain
Le-Sel has a small production supply chain mainly based in South
Africa, and any additional materials that cannot be purchased incountry are sourced from China. Multinationals typically provide
Le-Sel with formulas that specify the chemical and specialised
fragrances to be used in products and dictate which suppliers or
manufacturers the listed ingredients must be procured from. As a
result, Le-Sel has limited influence and control over its supply chain.
Further, given the low level of influence and control, it is viewed
as unlikely that, in the event of a supplier being involved in labour
abuses, reputational damage would extend to Le-Sel.
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Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment
Le-Sel is rated as BBBEE Level 5, with 15.68% black ownership.
Management indicated that under the new BBBEE codes, Le Sel’s
level would potentially drop to seven. Despite a low BBBEE rating,
it should be noted that major customers of Le-Sel, such as Justine,
Avon, L’Oreal and Branded Solutions do not have any BBBEE
accreditation and therefore Le-Sel’s own rating is unlikely to affect
customer procurement decisions.
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Trudon (Pty) Ltd

Website:

www.trudon.co.za

Date of investment:

November 2012

Investment partners:

Telkom, Management Consortium
(including other financial investors)

Industry:

Technology, media and telecoms

Location:

Bruma, Johannesburg, Gauteng

Employees:

804

BBBEE:

Level 5

Yellow Pages has been the
dominant publisher of local
commercial search, and the
advertising provider of choice, to
more than 127 000 companies for
more than 30 years.

About the company & market
opportunities
Trudon is the market-leading South African provider of local
commercial search functionality, as well as affordable, effective
advertising and marketing solutions for local small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) and corporate markets. Trudon publishes
the Yellow Pages, the Phonebook, Yellow Pages Mobile and the
operator assisted 10-11-8 business enquiries line (“TTYP”). The
company also operates the largest web-based directory service,
the online Yellow Pages (www.yellowpages.co.za), containing
advertising and listings of businesses in South Africa as well as City
Search and Maps.
Trudon prints and distributes more than 6.1 million directories
annually, producing more than 236 million business referrals
nationwide. The print business generates 69% of Trudon’s total
revenue. While international trends indicate that print media is
set to decline in the South African market, Trudon’s print revenue
generated from outside the major city centres, continues to grow.
Through its online portal, Trudon has established a strong presence
in the growing online market for mobile and internet-based
applications. Yellow Pages has been the dominant publisher of local
commercial search, and the advertising provider of choice, to more
than 127 000 companies for more than 30 years.

Investment history
Trinitas’ imperative is to ensure that Trudon continues to grow the
online business to compensate for the anticipated decline in the
print business. At the same time, the high cash generation of the
print business will continue to be optimised. In line with the Fund’s
investment philosophy, Trinitas’ investment horizon is between
three and seven years.
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Trudon (Pty) Ltd

Investment impact highlights:

Pollution Control

With the aim of providing additional product offerings and to
capture a greater share of transactional spend, the consortium
has overseen a concerted effort by Trudon to grow online
platforms with reasonable success. As such Consortium SPV
debt is reducing ahead of expectations through dividend and
royalty payments as cash flow continues to be strong and
the forecast for the 2016 financial year remains on track with
budget.

The office-based nature of Trudon’s operations categorises the
company as low risk. Although the company does not produce
large quantities of waste, one of the most significant waste streams
(from an environmental perspective) produced by Trudon is likely to
be electronic waste. Therefore, Trudon is encouraged to develop
and implement an electronic waste management policy, overseen
by the risk committee, to ensure the safe disposal of used electronic
items, including computers. This should include the appointment of
a third party certified electronic waste disposal contractor.

Environmental, Health and Safety
Systems
Trudon has documented policies and procedures in place to provide
a structured framework for the management of the business.
For example remuneration, succession planning, IT security and
information management policies are in place. Trudon’s systematic
approach to business management helps to improve efficiencies
across operations, positioning the company well for continued
growth.
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Labour Relations
Trudon employs over 800 people, many of whom perform
telemarketing and call centre functions. In depth technical training is
provided to all call centre personnel on a continuous basis to ensure
high levels of customer service and repeat business.
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Trudon (Pty) Ltd

Health and Safety
Trudon’s operations are office-based and therefore have limited
health and safety associated risks, and this is evidenced by the
limited number of health and safety incidents recorded by the
company. Despite the low levels of health and safety risks facing
the company, there is a health and safety committee in place that
reviews incident reports and inspection reports, and also identifies
new business health and safety risks.

Supply Chain

searches. Developing a mobile compatible website is an expensive
undertaking that many SMEs cannot afford. The Yellow Pages
website provides SMEs that are listed on the site with an affordable
mobile accessible web-based listing to advertise services, which
then allows SMEs to achieve a higher listing in a Google search.
The company plans to further improve its local search algorithms
so that Google searches that lead to the Yellow Pages website
are more accurate and promote local businesses that would not
normally appear at the top of Google searches.

Commitment to Governance

Trudon outsources the printing of its publications (the Yellow and
White pages) to a local printing supplier. The paper used for its
publications is produced from a combination of recycled and raw
paper materials. The exact percentage of recycled material used is
not known by Trudon management. It is not possible for Trudon to use
100% recycled paper due to the high paper quality requirements for
its publications. When sourcing virgin paper, Trudon is encouraged
to purchase this paper from Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC)
approved suppliers, in order to reduce the potential reputational risk
associated with suppliers utilising unsustainable forestry practices.

As a large corporate entity, with Telkom being a long-term
shareholder, Trudon has well established corporate governance
policies and procedures in place. The board meets quarterly
and consists of one executive director and eight non-executive
directors. The company has a Finance and Risk committee
and an HR committee in place, both constituted by the board’s
non-executive directors. Given the pre-existing sophisticated
governance structures in place at Trudon, Trinitas’ need to improve
the governance performance of the company has been limited.

Strategic Positioning

Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment

One of Trudon’s key business challenges is to efficiently match
the marketing needs of its customers (SMEs) and the users of
this information (customers of SMEs). Its listings help SMEs gain
affordable access to online advertising, a key challenge of SMEs
with restricted marketing budgets.
Google, a key competitor of Trudon’s listing services, recently
revised its search engine criteria so that only websites with
a mobile accessibility function are listed at the top of Google

Trudon has a BBBEE status level of 5, with black ownership of
19.44%, as of its latest certificate issued on 2 October 2014. The
company received its lowest score for enterprise development.
Under the new codes, this aspect is subject to increased emphasis
and therefore a low enterprise development score is likely to reduce
Trudon’s overall BBBEE rating to a level 7.
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One Eighty Holdings
(Pty) Ltd

OEH has developed expertise
in the re-development of
underperforming shopping centres
and has access to the wider One
Property Holdings (OPH) group for
the implementation of the property
strategy.

Website:

www.oneholdings.co.za

Date of investment:

August 2013

Investment partners:

Management through OPH

Industry:

Retail property re-development

Location:

northern provinces of South Africa

Employees:

15

BBBEE:

Level 4

About the company & market
opportunities
OneEighty Holdings (Pty) Ltd (OEH) is a property investment joint
venture (JV) between Trinitas and Operation Network Enterprises
Property Holdings (Pty) Ltd (OPH). The multidisciplinary group has
the capability for property management, property development,
leasing management and property asset management. In June
2012, the Fund invested alongside OEH to form the JV company,
Serica Investments (Pty) Ltd (Serica), which purchased Southdale
Shopping Centre (Southdale). This first investment was part of a
broader retail property investment strategy with OEH.
Subsequent to the initial investment, Trinitas acquired a 50%
interest in OEH. Trinitas’ venture with OEH is primarily focused on
the acquisition, repositioning and upgrading of urban, community/
convenience shopping centres, although other property investments
will be considered.
OEH has developed expertise in the re-development of
underperforming shopping centres and has access to the wider
OPH Group for the implementation of the property strategy. Table 1
lists malls owned and operated by OEH.

Investment history
With an investment horizon of between three and seven years, the
strategy for the OEH portfolio entails re-developing shopping malls,
with the aim of securing higher income and longer tenured leases,
as well as attaining a higher composition of national retailers.
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One Eighty Holdings
(Pty) Ltd

Retail centre name

Date of
acquisition

Brief Description

Northmead

June 2011*

Northmead Mall is a multi-level community shopping centre situated in Benoni
with a gross lettable area (GLA) of 13, 861 m2 and Pick ‘n Pay is its anchor
tenant. The centre is well established (over 40 years old), and enjoys support
from the local community. It is located along an arterial road, 500 metres off
the N12 highway, which is used by commuters on a daily basis. National
tenants include Pep, ABSA, Mr Price, Sheet Street, Ackermans, Rage and
African Bank. Further, the Care Cure Day Clinic, a specialist clinic that offers
outpatient treatment, is located on the roof level of the centre.

Southdale

June 2012*

Southdale is a 33, 000 m2 shopping mall located 4km south of the
Johannesburg CBD in an established residential area. At the date of acquisition
the shopping centre was dated, having been developed over thirty years ago,
with limited subsequent investment. Post-acquisition, OEH commenced
with the refurbishment of the centre and is currently in the last phase of the
project. The tenants include a healthy mix of long-standing national retailers
and banks, including Pick ‘n Pay, Shoprite, the big four banks, African Bank,
Capitec Bank, Jetmart, Ackermans, Mr Price, Pep, Truworths, Wimpy, KFC,
Clicks and SA Post Office.

Sasolburg Junxion

January 2013

Sasolburg Junxion is a two-storey community shopping centre situated in the
Sasolburg CBD, adjacent to the main formal taxi rank. The centre has a GLA
of 13,150 m2 and its anchor tenant is Shoprite. At acquisition the centre was
under redevelopment and was largely un-let. OEH undertook to complete the
redevelopment project over 12 months, and the centre is now 95% let. It
has a significant component of national fashion brands, which include Edgars,
Markhams, Total Sport, Foschini and Jet.

Ekukhanyeni Shopping Centre

May 2013*

Ekukhanyeni is a multi-level convenience shopping centre situated in the
Nelspruit CBD in Mpumalanga. The centre has a GLA of 5,163m2 and Shoprite
is its anchor, while the rest of the tenants are line shops. The centre caters for
the lower LSM, pedestrian walk-in market and is well-positioned in this regard,
as it is in close proximity to the main bus terminus and the taxi rank in Nelspruit

The Valley

June 2014

The Valley is a local neighbourhood/convenience centre in Dainfern,
Johannesburg. The centre was built approximately ten years ago and has
3,682m2 of GLA. The mall’s anchor tenant, Woolworths, recently left the mall
and was replaced by a high-end butcher, Berliner Butchery and Deli.

Worldwear

June 2015

Worldwear is a 13,743m2 community centre, located in Fairlands,
Johannesburg. The centre’s anchor tenant is Pick ‘n Pay with a 1,199 m2
store. The remainder of the current tenants comprise a mix of branded
fashion outlet stores (including Guess, Aldo, Timberland, Puma, Forever New,
Samsonite and Levisons), two restaurants and specialty stores.

Table 1: Malls owned and operated by OEH
* Fund investment date was August 2013
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One Eighty Holdings
(Pty) Ltd

Environmental, Health and Safety
Systems
Construction and renovation work being performed by contractors
over extended periods of time, often taking place amid the general
public, is a key risk facing OEH. Poor construction practices can
result in injuries to the general public utilising the mall and expose
the mall to reputational risks. OEH is required by IFC Performance
Standard 2: Labour and Working Conditions, to take reasonable
commercial efforts to ascertain whether the contractors used are
reputable and legitimate enterprises, with their own EHS systems
in place. As such, OEH is required to ensure that construction
contractors’ employees are employed on a fair basis, treated in line
with the minimum requirements of South African labour law, paid
minimum wage and are provided with appropriate health and safety
training and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Mall specific ESMS should include an EHS aspect and risk
register, mall-specific policies and procedures, to identify, record
and remedy health and safety risks and impacts, including those
associated with contractors.

Health and Safety
OEH employs 15 staff members who perform a combination of
office-based and on-site functions at the malls. The nature of their
work does not present any significant health and safety risks.
There are inherent health and safety risks associated with
construction activities undertaken by the contracted construction
workers operating at malls. Daily general public access during
construction work, increases health and safety risks.
OEH has developed an “ESG assessment and plan” document that
the OEH Development Director implements in partnership with the
contractors working on site. This helps to ensure that construction
workers wear and use the required equipment and that construction
areas are cordoned off and walkways are marked clearly to avoid
injuries to shoppers.

Resource Efficiency
OEH malls use large volumes of water and electricity. Local
municipalities hold OEH (as mall owners) responsible for all utility bill
payments associated with its malls (as opposed to the responsibility
of utility bill payment resting with tenants). OEH is concerned about
the possibility that rising utility prices, in the context of challenging
trading conditions in South Africa, may increase the risk of utility bill
default by tenants and subsequent lease cancellations.
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On average, 25% of OEH’s tenants are independent retailers. In
addition, compounding factors include rental rates in shopping
malls typically being 8-11% higher than rental rates for other retail
spaces and average electricity price increases of 8-25% per annum
over the next five years expected by Eskom. In light of these factors,
OEH has started to implement resource efficiency measures at all
new malls and, pending viability, at existing malls.
OEH has taken the first steps towards improving water and
electricity usage at its malls by implementing advanced electricity
and water monitoring usage solutions. OEH has appointed Invirotel
Energy Management (Pty) Ltd to initiate electricity and water
meter management services using its proprietary software. The
Southdale property management team meets on a monthly basis
to discuss electricity and water metering issues and to implement
recommended corrective actions identified by Invirotel’s software.
The software helps to improve the accuracy of meters installed at
Southdale. In addition, Meter-it Automated Meter Reading System
performed a load survey on the two substations at Southdale
(September 2015) to help further improve the accuracy of meter
readings and tariffs.
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One Eighty Holdings
(Pty) Ltd

Employment Generation
Shopping centres help create sustainable societies through
employment and the provision of goods and services to communities
in their catchment areas. The construction work associated with
mall redevelopment generates temporary skilled and unskilled
job opportunities. Once operational, malls represent a significant
source of job creation, especially for women and youths, typically
requiring one worker per 20m² of space according to IFC research
into shopping mall developments in emerging markets.

Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment (BBBEE)
OEH is rated as a level 4 BBBEE contributor, with 22.16% black
ownership.
In 2015, OEH scored well in Preferential Procurement and Socioeconomic Development, which under the new codes, receives
greater emphasis. As such, OEH stands in good stead under the
new codes.

Commitment to Corporate Governance
In order to improve efficiencies in the management of OEH, Trinitas
has assisted the company to adopt a formal approvals framework,
which sets out the decision making processes in the company and
designates responsibilities to shareholders, the Board of Directors
and Executive Management. The board meets on a quarterly basis
and comprises of three executive directors and three non-executive
directors.
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Auto Industrial Group
(Pty) Ltd

The automotive industry represents
7% of South Africa’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), 30%
of manufacturing jobs and 10%
- 15% of exports. It is forecast to
grow significantly over the medium
term.

Website:

www.autoindustrial.co.za

Date of investment:

February 2014

Investment partners:

Management

Industry:

Manufacturing

Location:

Kempton Park, Johannesburg,
Gauteng

Employees:

868

BBBEE:

Level 5

About the company & market
opportunities
Established in 1969, Auto Industrial is one of South Africa’s leading
automotive component manufacturers with a significant local
market share for its product offering. The company is best known
for its machining and assembly, ductile and grey iron castings and
hot steel forgings of components such as brake discs and drums,
steering knuckles, wheel carriers, flywheels, wheel hubs and
pinions.
The company’s head office and the machining facilities (AIM)
are located in Kempton Park, while the two cast iron foundries
are located in Wadeville (AIF) and Isando (IF) respectively. The
company’s forging plant (Hubco) is also in Wadeville. All facilities are
located in close proximity to each other, with a maximum distance
of less than 30 km.
Production volumes have been increased through a vertical
integration programme to support the strong growth in the
South African automotive manufacturing industry. The company
established a forging plant, Hubco, and a foundry, AIF, in 1985
and 1988 respectively. As a result of the continued growth of the
business a second foundry, IF, was acquired in 2009 to further
increase production capacity. In addition the machining facilities
have been continuously upgraded through automation.

Investment history
Given the company’s capital expansion over prior years it is well
placed to win new business from the automotive OEMs localised
in South Africa.
The investment strategy, which assumes modest organic growth
in the business, will result in the extinguishing of the acquisition
finance, the repayment of the vendor loan and reflect a significant
cash build-up in five years.
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Auto Industrial Group
(Pty) Ltd

Establishment of Auto
Industrial Machining (AIM)
production site in Kempton
Park by entrepreneur Dean
Fragale
Beginning of
forging operations
in Hubco plant in
Wadeville

1970

1985

Start of joint venture
between the ZF Group and
Brembo as they each aquire
a 33% stake in the
Company
Establishment of
the Auto Industrial
Foundry (AIF) in
Wadeville

1988

ZF Group obtains full control
through acquisition of all
remaining shares

ZF Group increases
its stake to 66% by
acquisition of
Brembo’s 33% stake

2000

2002

The conservative organic growth and de-gearing of the business
will result in the Fund achieving its targeted investment return.
In line with the Fund’s investment philosophy, the investment
horizon is between three and seven years.

Environmental, Health and Safety
Systems
All four AIG plants are accredited with ISO 14001 (Environmental
Management) and ISO TS 16949 (Automotive Quality Management)
systems. All certifications were achieved in 2014 and are renewed
annually, post satisfactory completion of external audits. ISO
TS 16949 outlines the system requirements for the quality
management of automotive product design and development. ISO
14001 provides a framework for the systematic management of
environmental risks facing AIG’s business.
A thorough EHS management structure exists on-site, with EHS
officers reporting to the General Manager, monthly meetings, risk
registers, operational control procedures, environmental procedure
manuals and waste registers. From a systems perspective, a high
level of EHS management is in place at AIG’s operations, facilitating
the achievement of international best practice standards for the
management of EHS risks.

Resource Efficiency
AIG’s operations consume significant volumes of electricity and
electricity costs have doubled for the company in the past three years
because of Eskom tariff increases. The company has implemented
a series of resource efficiency measures in order to reduce the
amount of electricity consumed by the operations. These include:

Acquisition of a
second foundry
plant, Isando
Foundry (IF)

2006

2009

Auto Industrial
acquired by Trinitas
P/E and
management

2012

2014

the installation of a power monitoring and management system,
which provides real-time consumption statistics; continuous data
analysis; and automatic demand control.
In order to reduce the quantity of electricity consumed during peak
periods, when the national grid is most constrained and thereby
avoid higher tariffs, melting activities have been moved to non-peak
periods.
AIG is exploring solar power usage because it has been assessed to
be the most effective source of renewable power for its operations.
Estimates indicate that solar panels, which will generate enough
electricity to power induction furnaces, can reduce AIG’s electricity
usage by up to 50%.

Health and Safety
Health and safety management is a key and ongoing challenge
for the business. Health and safety incidents may damage AIG’s
reputation amongst customers, reduce efficiency and increase staff
turnover, if not properly managed. Physical hazards associated with
AIG’s operations are predominantly related to its foundry, forging
and machining operation.
AIG has in place detailed health and safety policies and procedures
to provide a framework for the management of health and safety
risks, and to promote compliance with national health and safety
legislation. Task-specific training is undertaken by certified personnel
for EHS Officers, First Aiders and Fire Marshalls in accordance with
the requirements of national legislation. Health and safety training is
conducted on an on-going basis and each plant has a health and
safety committee that meets quarterly.
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Auto Industrial Group
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Skills Development

Product Stewardship

Skills development within the company is well-managed, helping
to develop and retain staff. In line with the requirements of the
South African Skills Development Act, a training and development
policy is in place, which provides guidelines and procedures for
the continuous training and development of AIG employees.
Approximately R500 000 per annum is spent on training by the
company, which equates to R714 per employee.

Product recalls due to quality-related issues associated with
safety critical components manufactured by AIG, such as brake
discs, may impact on the company’s reputation and transgress
IFC Performance Standard 4: Community Health and Safety, if
not conducted timeously following detection of a reject batch. The
failure of products AIG manufactures could lead to motor vehicle
accidents, death and injury. To date, no successful liability claims
have resulted against the company and this is largely attributed to
best in class quality control systems and continuous training and

Labour Relations
A month long union-wide strike in the metal sector took place in
South Africa in July 2014, resulting in the 416 National Union of
Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) members employed by AIG
not attending work. The strike resulted in production delays, as
well as delays in sourcing inputs for the manufacturing process,
significantly impacting on AIG’s revenues. The strike ended after
protracted negotiations and a three-year wage deal was reached, in
which workers will receive pay hikes of up to 10% per year.
The AIG CEO is a member of the Metal and Engineering Industries
Bargaining Council working committee, which is actively engaging
with the unions to help avoid future strikes. Each AIG operation
conducts its own union meetings, which are held on a monthly
basis to discuss workplace issues. AIG is actively engaging with its
workforce to prevent strikes at a company level and the three-year
wage deal should also help provide stability in the workforce until
renegotiations in 2017.

Stakeholder Engagement
AIG’s operations are located in an industrialised area of
Johannesburg in close proximity to other businesses. Given the
environmental impacts of the operations, including air emissions,
waste and noise, the potential for impacting surrounding businesses
and communities is relatively high.
In order to assist the company to identify impacts on affected
communities at the earliest possible stage, a complaints register
is kept. The register is in line with the requirements of IFC
Performance Standard 1, which necessitates that AIG implement
a grievance mechanism to receive and facilitate the resolution of
Affected Communities’ concerns and grievances associated with
operations.
By informing communities of the risks and impacts associated
with its operations, AIG helps to promote community buy-in for
its operations, which may be useful in future when considering
expansion.
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development of staff.

Commitment to Governance
The AIG board meets on a quarterly basis and consists of three
executive directors, including the CEO, CFO and a technical director,
and two non-executive directors. A shareholders agreement and
approvals framework (included in the shareholders agreement) sets
out the charter of the board. The approvals framework designates
decision making authority between shareholders, the Board and
Executive directors and assists with improving the efficiency of the
way in which the business is managed.
A Finance Committee is in place, which performs the role of an
Audit and Risk Committee and meets annually. In addition, an Audit
and Risk Committee policy is in place and has received TS16949
(Automotive Quality Management System) accreditation.

Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment
AIG is a level 5 BBBEE contributor (April 2016), with 29% black
ownership. AIG’s BBBEE level has improved from Level 7 in
October 2013. In AIG’s latest certificate the company scores well
in the ownership, enterprise development and socio-economic
development categories. This bodes well given that under the new
codes, procurement and socio-economic development are given
stronger emphasis.
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Main Street Holdings
(Pty) Ltd

Website:

www.mainstreetholdings.co.za

Date of investment:

December 2012

Investment partners:

Management and an Individual
Investor

Industry:

General Merchandise Distribution

Employees:

257

BBBEE:

Sunpac: BBBEE Level 7
Wechsler: BBBEE Level 8
Just Fun Group: BBBEE Level 8

Distribution channels include
supermarkets, department stores,
specialty stores, pharmacies,
home décor, gift, health, beauty
and baby stores, as well as hotels
and restaurants.

About the company & market
opportunities
Main Street Holdings (Pty) Ltd consists of three businesses (as listed
in table 2) that import, warehouse and distribute merchandise. Each
company holds agencies for leading international brands in their
respective product categories. In some instances, the businesses
provide a private label offering to their retail customers. Distribution
channels include supermarkets, department stores, specialty
stores, pharmacies, home décor, gift, health, beauty and baby
stores, as well as hotels and restaurants.

Investment History
The Main Street group of companies historically operated as
standalone businesses servicing the retail sector. Management,
supported by Trinitas, took a strategic decision to integrate the front
office of the businesses into a single lean operation and outsource
the warehouse and distribution function, with the exception of
the Weschler warehouse. Sunpac and Just Fun warehousing
operations have been outsourced to Value Logistics Ltd (Value
Logistics). The warehousing operations for Weschler are still
managed by Main Street and the warehouse is located in Amalgam,
south Johannesburg. Main Street has a Hong Kong based office,
which facilitates the importation and settlement of products from
China.
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Main Street’s investment strategy comprises of organic growth
within the three businesses as well as their integration. Consolidation
within the industry (apparent with peers in the market) presents the
group with acquisitive growth opportunities in the short to medium
term and potential exit mechanisms for the Fund in the long-term.
The investment horizon is between three to seven years.

Health and Safety
Value Logistics, a subsidiary of the Value Group Ltd, provides
warehousing and distribution services to Sunpac and Just Fun.
EHS risks associated with warehousing operations are typically
associated with slip and fall hazards, injury from falling objects,
forklift collisions and injury from heavy lifting. Poor EHS performance
at Value Logistics operations, may have a reputational impact on
Main Street. From the latest integrated report we know that the
company’s operations have in place an OSHAS 18001 certified
management system to manage occupational health and safety at
its warehouses to the highest possible standard.
Wechsler manages its own warehouse and Main Street is therefore
directly responsible for the health and safety performance of this
operation. As such, Main Street need to develop an OSHAS 18001
certified management system for the warehouse operation, to
provide a framework for managing health and safety in line with
international best practice.

The consolidation process, as part of the integration of the three
different business units, resulted in the retrenchment of approximately
30 jobs. The majority of employees who were retrenched took
voluntarily retrenchment packages or were employed by Value
Logistics as part of the agreed outsourcing process. This mitigated
the impact of the retrenchment process on the staff.

Supply Chain
Main Street distributes products it sources from over 200 overseasbased suppliers, many of which are located in China and SouthEast Asia. Similar to Main Street’s obligation at Value Logistics,
the company is required to monitor key suppliers where there is
a high risk of child or forced labour or the potential for significant
environmental or safety issues. Given that Main Street suppliers are
manufacturing products in China and Southeast Asia, where labour
and working condition risks are potentially high, monitoring the ESG
performance of the supply chain is required.
As such, Main Street has been encouraged to develop monitoring
procedures to identify any significant risks at primary suppliers
and where significant risks are identified, take appropriate steps to
remedy.

Business

Products

Description

Sunpac

Personal care, baby
and haberdashery
distributor

Sunpac supplies personal care products to major retailers in South Africa
and its clientele include Clicks, Dis-Chem, Edgars, Foschini, Pick ‘n Pay,
Shoprite Checkers and Woolworths.

Wechsler

Houseware
distributor

Wechsler specialises in Homeware, Kitchenware, Cutlery, Glassware, Gifting,
Home Décor and Hospitality products.

Just Fun Group (Just Fun)

Toy distributor

Just Fun Group is the largest branded toy distributor in South Africa. It
supplies retail stores such as ToysRUs, Pick n Pay and Shoprite Checkers.

Table 2: Summary of the three Main Street businesses
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Labour Relations
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Commitment to Governance
In order to improve efficiencies in the management of Main Street,
Trinitas has assisted the company to adopt a formal approvals
framework, which sets out the decision making processes in the
company and designates responsibilities to shareholders, the
Board of Directors and Executive Management. The Main Street
board meets on a quarterly basis and consists of two executive
directors (the CEO and the Finance Director) and two non-executive
directors. The board does not have any independent board
members.
There is a Risk and Finance Committee in place, which meets on
an annual basis. A remuneration committee is also in place, which
meets bi-annually and is constituted by the directors of the board.

Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment
Company

BBBEE
rating

Ownership and
Procurement

Sunpac

BBBEE
Level 7

41.82% Black ownership and
50% procurement recognition
level

Wechsler

BBBEE
Level 8

42.82% Black ownership and
10% procurement recognition
level

Just Fun
Group (Just
Fun)

BBBEE
Level 8

42.82% Black ownership and
10% procurement recognition
level

Each company within the Main Street group has an individual
BBBEE rating, as listed in the table.
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CONTACT US >>
Andrew Hall
Telephone: +27(0)11 994 9700
Facsimile: +27 (0)11 684 1700
E-mail:
info@trinitaspe.co.za
Postal:
PO Box 412425, Craighall 2024

VISIT US >>
1 Melrose Boulevard,
Suite 2 Ground Floor,
Melrose Arch,
Johannesburg 2196

Disclaimer: The recipient of this document is to treat the content as his/her/its own proprietary and confidential information and is not to be reproduced for
any other purpose or to be distributed to, or used or accepted by, any other person. The investment adviser to the Fund is authorised to render financial
services to the Fund under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2003.

